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(Further discussion of HOW THE MAGRAV systems work (1:30);       ,  ) 

 

(:14).   (:16). We hear as of yesterday that the Americans have decided to pull out of 

Syria. It's the beginning of peace. And as we said, that will be the last place man will 

fight with war. It was from those who wish for peace in the KF and others we have seen 

come to reality. Americans pulling out of Syria means the beginning of peace. 25 

 

(:18). 

(:20). 

(:24). 

(:26).     ... In last week and the week before' teaching we spoke about the creation of 

life on this planet and the creation of soul and the dimension of soul. What will be nice 

for this week is to go one step further and understand (  ) ... I explained this in a very 

soft way where we understand the why and how the STM  (:28). confines itself within 

the physicality of the man. What we explained and what is interesting for all of us to 

know is that how do we go to the next step and what can we do 16 

 

(:30). (tech problems)   (:32).  Klaus ... shows products.  (:34).  A next step further, 

using Gans balls without motors.... (:38).  

(:46).    (:48).  (:50).    ... Mr. Keshe comes on. If you look at it, it is the basis for the 

Star Formation (SF) where the 4th element is the capture and transmit. It has the 3 base 

reactors and 1 on the top, that the rotation between the 3 base reactors feeds the top and 

then the top, like an antennae creates a M field. This is the principle behind it, it's very 

simple creation of fields without any  (:52). rotation (motors), but if you look at it, it's 

like the 3 AA's, and the base like H, N and O, sorry O, C, and N, and the H is on top, 

which is a weaker and the that the 3 base, with the Nano material which goes through 

the center and concentrates the fields into the top and then it transmits. This is the basic 

principle behind it. By gradient of the materials chosen for the elements you create that 

rotation, and it spirals up into the antennae and transmits. This is what we call the SF 

system. If you look at it further, if you put these 4 units in a SF and you sit in the middle 

of it, you'll feel the same. It depends on the height. The height you see can telescope so 

you can create the condition of a dynamic system. This is a very powerful system but 

the next step to it is without these coils. It's just gathering more in the strength of the 

knowledge being able to move to the next step. You can choose at what level you want 

to radiate inwards, for example you can put the 3 base at the liver level and then put one 

on the top level. These are very effective systems for technologies like cancer for 

removal of what elements you might have.  (:54). In the present world of science they 

use radiation  03   

(:58).   

(1:02).   ... Q: What is meant by Plasma (Pl) in the N layers?  

(1:04).  

talks about MaGrav .. 

(1:20). 

  

(1:30). 

(1:36).  

(1:42).  

 

(1:46). 



(1:48). Klaus finishes showing products. .. (1:50).  

... originally if we go back into the teachings of past few weeks.   (1:52). We understood 

the creation of matter, and the interaction of the creation of matter, how life was created. 

Then we spoke about the soul, which is again the opposite way. 21  

(1:54).  

 

(1:58).  spine = DNA 

(2:00). 

(2:02). 

(2:12). 

 

(2:20). 

(2:26).  

(2:30).  

(2:38). 

 

(2:46).  

(2:48). 

 

(2:54).  ... John of AZ shows video of CH3 that was dried and heated with fire and how 

it reacts to a neodynynium magnet, it makes it stand on end. But with a regular CH3 that 

is dried without fire, no reaction to the magnet.   .. (2:56). .. Show it again.  (2:58). John 

says, it is our belief that when we did it with the fire we created Nano (N) particles of 

CH3 in a matter condition. We did a similar thing with H, Deuterium and Tritium, when 

we put those through a fire, we added some what we call N materials in with our Gans 

materials.  (3:00). Then we put them in a blender and amplified the fields of the Gans 

material to what we believed was a much greater extent, so rather then being a 1 times a 

single field of a Gans, maybe it's 50 times stronger that goes through the blended and 

contains the N materials, which work similar to N materials that we talked about with 

the Cu wires. One of the things we found it can do is take a weaker Gans or original 

Gans and put it together with an amplified Gans which would be one that has gone 

through the blender and the 2 of those being the same material,  (3:02). it's the concept 

of the weaker feeding the stronger, so you can move the direction of your compressed 

fields, which you want to do is compress the fields in the middle  16 

 

(3:04). 

(3:06). 

(3:08). Q: How could feel the soul, while you are talking I am trying to communicate to 

reach this soul, but it is hard for me because I am still stuck in the physical. Rick says, 

you had a comment where you said, Mr. Keshe I wish to get some understanding, the 

way to encompass the soul/sun and allow it to shine around our body manifested as the 

aura, as you referred to it in the past teachings, thank you.  (3:10). Mr. Keshe is talking 

about that in his diagram in encompassing of the sun and the Gans. Thank you very 

much.    We seen something from today in this presentation from John, we have seen 

how using the galvanized metal with the N coated Cu, which lead to the creation of the 

CH3. 42 

(3:12). 

(3:18).  Q: It's my thinking we can create Gans material that can feed our soul, and we 

can put our soul into that material and create the field Pl from the Gans material of the 

soul, in thinking about that, if we did that, then we could take 3 or 4 empty balls that 



have this soul material or nothing else but the field Pl of the soul material and have our 

spaceship (SS). Any thoughts?  I think you are 99.9% wrong and 100% right, it depends 

on which side of it you want to sit. 59  

(3:20).  

(3:24).  

 

(3:28). 

 

(3:40).  

(3:44). 

(3:46). 

(3:48).  

(3:50). 

(3:52).  

(3:54). 

 

video 

END 

 


